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The opinions, findings and conclusions expressed in this 

report are those of the writers, representing the Michigan 

Department of State High~·rays and Transportation, and are 

not necessarily those of the ~ichigan Department of State 

Police nor local police agencies. 
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Information Retrieval Data 
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ABSTRACT: To gain information on the performance of W~beam steel guardrail in accidents, 
investigating officers filed a supplemental form for each.vehicle/guardrail accident on the Michigan 
State Highway system over a sht·month periatt Correlation analysis was conducted on the data so 
obtained for 1,375 single-vehicle/guardrail accidents. Ths injury raie (proportion of accidents re
sulting in personal injury) was higher for 12.5 ft (3.81 m)· po.st spacing than- for 6.2.5 ft (1.90 m) 
spacing. The injury rata was lower for the vehicles that wure redlrect.;!d r::.ther than vaulting or 
breaking through the guardrail. Approach endings with a flared end shoe had a higher injurv rote 
than did buried end-sections., There was no signi~ir:ant difference in injury rates between appro"ch· 
end and mid-rail impacts. 

I-.E FERENCE: lampela, Allen A., and Yang, Arthur H., Analyses of Guurdrail Accidents in 
Mi..:h~f!.~!!· Report TSD"24J..74, Michigan Department of State Highwavs and Transportation, 
Lm;ino. July 197 4. 
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In 1970 a fourth of all reported Ran-Off-Road accidents on the 

State Highway road network that resulted in a collision with 

a fixed object on the roadside involved the guardrail. A dis

proportionate one-third of the fatalities of all R.O.R. - fixed 

object accidents occurred in these collisions. 

This study was designed. to learn from real experience if the 

design of the guardrail or its placement might be improved by 

an analysis of the factors involved. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Purpose of the Study 

Guardrails are designed to prevent an errant motorist from 

driving into areas that are considered unsafe. Guardrails 

give a motorist a safe recovery by redirecting his vehicle 

back to the direction of traffic flow or by restraining the 

vehicle so that it will come to a gradual stop. In an ideal 

stop the deceleration forces do not cause injuries. The goal 

has not been attained however since 23 percent of the guard-

rail accidents result in injuries. Therefore, this in-service 

guardrail accident study was undertaken for the purpose of 

obtaining certain intelligence in guardrail design and place

ment technology that has not been determined from the study of 

controlled collisions. 

To accomplish the purpose of this study, the Michigan Depart

ment of State Police's S~eering Committee for Bi-Level Report

ing, jointly with this Department, developed a supplemental 

form (Appendix I) for collecting guardrail accident data. The 

form was filled out by investigating officers at the scene of 

the accident and attached to the official accident report. It 

included the angle of impact 3 speed, result to the impacting 

vehicle, other objects or vehicles hit, location of impact along 

the rail, presence of curb, and type of guardrail post and 

spacing. 
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The severity of the accident, type of vehicle, area of impact 

on the vehicle and other pertinent information was acquired 

from the Official Traffic Accident Report using the Code Sheet 

(Appendix II). This knowledge with the additional information 

from the supplemental report was statistically analyzed using 

a 95 percent confidence level to determine certain functional 

relationships fro~ which engineering conclusions related to 

guardrail could be reached. 

Data Collection and Method of Evaluation 

Approximately 1400 single-vehicle guardrail accidents were 

recorded during the study period of January 1 to July 1, 1973, 

in addition to 200 guardrail accidents of the multiple-vehicle 

type. In the multiple-vehicle accident the guardrail was 

struck in addition to a collision with another vehicle. 

In any single-vehicle guardrail accident, the colliding ve

hicle may have had rotary motion in addition to sliding and 

skidding before striking the guardrail. In these accidents 

the vehicle damage and passenger injuries are guardrail-related. 

By comparison, in a multiple-vehicle collision the cause of 

any resulting injury and vehicle damage is due to a series of 

collisions . It is difficult, if not impossible, to determine 

which injury and which vehicle damage was caused by a certain 

impact. Consequently, emphasis was placed on statistical 

analyses of the single-vehicle guardrail accidents due to the 
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known relationships and more accurate data. The data was 

summarized from the Official Traffic Accident Reports and the 

supplemental Guardrail Study form, and a field review of 

guardrail-curb accidents to provide the detailed information 

necessary for accurate analysis. 

However, because the variables are not in linear order and 

since there is difficulty in developing a mathematical model 

containing the many variables, the data was tabulated and 

analyzed by pairs, independently. Correlation analysis be~ 

tween vehicle impact speed and angle of collision has been 

included to coordinate other factors. Appendix III indicates 

the statistical methods used in the report. It includes (A) 

2 x 2 chi-square test to measure the rate difference between 

two accident groups, and (B) goodness of fit to measure the 

frequency differences between two accident distributions. 

Analyses of the data ar·e continuing. This report will give 

the engineer some valuable insight to the actions of guard

rail in collision, some methods of study, and a chance to seek 

additional information from this or more data taken at differ

ent locations and/or time frames. 

If at the scene of the accident some specific information 

such as angle of impact, or speed or result of impact could 

not be determined accurately, it had been omitted. There-

fore the total number of accidents in any table can vary with 

the total in the other tables. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Impact Speeds as Related to Guardrail Accidents 

The distribution of impact speeds involving each type of guard

rail showed no significant difference nor did the impact speeds 

of nine types of vehicles studied. 

The percentage of guardrail accidents resulting in injuries 

ranged from 14 percent for impact speeds less than 10 mph to 

56 percent for speeds equal to or greater than 70 mph with an 

increasing rate of change at higher speeds. Also the severity 

of injuries was determined to be directly proportional to the 

estimated vehicle impact speed. 

The percentage of vehicles stopped or trapped by guardrail de

creased monotonically from 67 per;ent at 10 mph to 17 percent 

in the 60 to 69 mph and over 70 mph and 70 mph ranges. Redi

rected back toward roadway type accidents remained stable at 

about 35 percent for speeds below 50 mph. 

Area of Imbact on Vehicle and Related Injury Rates 

Thirty percent of the accidents occurred with the front, 20 

percent with the right front, and 24 percent with the left 

front. Six percent of the impacting vehicle ultimately re-

sulted in rollovers. Injury rat~s w~re: 40 percent head-on, 

23 percent right front, 32 percent left front, and 60 percent 

rollover. 
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A small percentage of the accidents occurred with the right 

side (4 percent) and left side (3 percent); the injury rates 

were 44 and 30 percent, respectively. 

Injuries as a Function of Guardr~il Types 

Injury rate and severity for impacts with Type A guardrail 

was significantly higher than for the other types of guard-

rail. (Fig. t. ) 

There was a significantly higher proportion of injury acci

dents where the post spacing was 12 ft rather than 6 ft. 

However, there was no significant difference in the severity 

of the accidents in either case. 

There was a significantly higher proportion of injury acci

dents when the vehicle resulted in hurdling or going over 

the rail than in the other vehicle reactions. Also when 

impacting vehicles broke through the guardrail or were hur

dled by it there was a higher fatality rate than when they 

were redirected, stopped or rode on the guardrail. 

Results of Impact as a Function of Guardrail Type 

Type C guardrail had a significantly higher percentage of 

vehicles redirected and stopped or restrained. 

Type A had a high percentage of breakthrough and hurdled 

the guardrail-type accidents. 
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Functional characteristics of B were superior to A but infe-

rior to Type C guardrail. 

Guardrail with steel poets had a higher number of vehicles re

directed and a lower proportion of breakthroughs than rail 

mounted on wood posts. It appears that steel posts may be 

advantageous over wood posts~ 

Injury Rate as a Function of Vehicle Type 

Differences in the injury rates for the various types of ve-

hicles w~re not statistically significant~ 

a significantly higher fatality rate. 

Angles of Impact 

Semi-trucks had 

The distribution of vehicle types involved at various colli

sion angles did not change appreciably. 

There was a consistent drop in the percentage of vehicles 

redirected as the angle of impact increased; 51 percent for 

angles less than 10 degrees to 24 percent for angles over 

50 degrees. The correlation of speed as a function of impact 

angle was not strong enough to predict length of guardrail in 

advance of an object for certain lateral distances as related 

to speed. There was a significant indication that vehicles 

at high speeds left the roadway at flatter angles than those 

traveling at lower speeds. 
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Curb in Combination Guardrail 

The presence of curbs did not show significant evidence of a 

vehicle being vaulted, hurdled or catapulted over the rail. 

There was a notably greater tendency for vehicles to be re

directed. 

There was a significantly less chance of a vehicle breaking 

through the guardrail. 

Guardrail Approach Ending 

A review of accidents involving two types of guardrail endings 

(one sloped and anchored to the ground and the other flared 

with a curved panel without anchorage) reveals a significantly 

higher injury rate and fatality rate for the flare type of 

ending. 

Thirty-two percent of the vehicles impacting with the flared 

type ending were stopped or trapped. 

A relatively high percentage of vehicles impacting with the 

sloped end section (32 percent compared to 18 percent for the 

other) rode either on top or hurdled the rail. 

At impact speeds of 40 mph or less no injury accidents resulted 

with the sloped end section. 

There are no significant differences in injury rate and. severity 

distributions of injury between accidents involving the ap~roach 

end as compared to a midrail section. 

-7-
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RECOWlENDATIONS 

Based on the findings of this study it is recommended: 

That Type C guardrail be used on all highway& exceeding 45 mph 

running speed exclusive of traffic volume. 

That guardrail be anchored to bridge structures and rein

forced with additional posts in the immediate proximity for 

about 12 to 15 ft; to provide a gradual change in stiffness 

between the two barriers. 

That all fragile bridge railings with relatively weak posts 

and beams be replaced with sloped face concrete safety para-

pat. An alternative to the slope faced concrete parapet can 

be continuous W-beams or some other system with structural 

integrity mounted on posts of adequate strength and reason

able spacing. 

That on roadways with speeds of 40 mph and less the sloped

end sections may remain in place6 

That a program be adopted for removal of all ''exposed'' or 

flared type end shoe sections on the State Highway road system. 

That accidents with the Breakaway Cable-Terminal end of 

guardrail, a recently adopted standard by the Michigan De

partment of State Highways and Transportation, be evaluated. 

Since the Type C guardrail is designed with two W-beams, the 

functional characteristics of BCT may be considerably differ

ent than if fastened to a single rail system. 
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ANALYSES OF THE DATA 

Types of Guardrails Studied 

Approximately 25 percent of all ran-off-the roadway accidents 

on Michigan's 9200-mile state highway system involve guardrail. 

This study has been directed toward the evaluation of calli-

sions with three types of steel beam guardrails: Types A, B 

and C as shown on Figure Ao Type A, the most prevalent, con-

sists of a W-beam that has a top height of 24 in. and is 

fastened directly to posts that are spaced at 12.5 ft. A 

redesign of the section (about eight years ago) raised the 

beam 3 in., doubled the number of posts (spaced at 6.25 ft), 

and "blocked out" the beam a1·1ay from the post 1dth the use 

of 6 in. cantilever blocks (later the blocks wer·e increased 

to Sin.). This modified section is specified as Type B 

guardrail. 
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To further improve the functional characteristics and provide 

more safety the beam was raised an additional 5 in., the block 

depth increased to 8 in., and a lower beam fastened directly 

to the posts. This section is known as Type C. 

Distribution of Accidents by Guardrail Type 

Frequency of guardrail accidents and related percentages in-

volving each guardrail type are shown in Table 1; 55 percent 

involved Type A, 20 percent Type B, 12 percent Type C, and 13 

percent other types (guard posts, guard posts and cable, bridge 

rail, concrete median barrier and guardrail fastened to barrels 

at a construction zone)Q The others, although some currently 

classed as obsolete, were retained in the overall evaluation 

since they represent a percentage of accidents with guards de-

signed to protect the errant motorist. 

TAJJL!'! 1 

DISTRIBUTION 01' ACCII>ElHS " tMl'ACT SPEED 

AND tYPE OF GUARDRAIL 
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To provide specific information on the effectiveness of the 

various types of guardrails the speeds were grouped into 10 

mph increments. Statistical evaluation has proven that there 

is no difference in the speed distributions, meaning that 

speed distributions for the accidents involving each type of 

guardrail are similar. A percentage frequency of the guard-

rail accidents as related to speed are shown graphically in 

Figure B. 
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Guardrail Accident Severity as a Function of Impact Speed 

Guardrail accident severity as a function of impact speed is 

shown in Table 2. The severity of injuries was determined to 

be directly proportional to the estimated vehicle impact speed. 
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The percentage of guardrail accidents resulting in injuries 

range from 14 percent for impact speeds less than 10 mph to 

56 percent for a speed equal to or greater than 70 mph with 

an increasing rate of change at high speeds. This indicates 

that guardrails provide motorists with uniform protection dur-

ing ran-off-roadway accidents with respect to the speed of the 

impacting vehicle. 

Although the injury rate is relatively high at higher speeds, 

it does not mean that the accident would not have been more 

severe without guardrail; for example, abutment and pier acci-

dents in 1967, '68, '69 and '70 on Michigan's highways were 

generally five times as severe as impacts with guardrail. 
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A review of the accident speeds for free and limited access 

roads (Figure C) indicated that the overall speeds were higher 

on the limited access routes. 
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Injuries as Related to Area of Impact on the Vehicles 

The sketch noted as the.impact code shown below Table 3 identi-

fies the area of damage by the initial impact with guardrail 

and/or the major resulting dominant characteristic, such as 

rollover of the vehicle in the accident. The table shows that 

of all the guardrail accidents, 6 percent were rollover (desig-

nated by "O" in the sketch), 30 percent collided with the 

guardrail at position 1 (front), 20 percent at position 2 (right 

front side), and 24 percent at position 8 (left front side). 

The remainder of the accidents were distributed among the other 

impact areas in percentages varying from 3 to 5. 
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T.ABL!: 3 
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There were no fatal accidents when vehicles hit guardrails at 

positions 3, 4, 6 and 7; these impacts contributed to approx-

imately 18 percent of all the guardrail accidents. 

The highest percentage of impacts (30 percent) occurred with 

the front. This appears reasonable since the majority of the 

vehicles would make first contact with the front bumper unless 

the vehicle was in some degree of rotating and/or sliding 

motion~ 

The higher number of impacts with the left front (24 percent) 

as compared with the right front (20 percent) indicates that 
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a relatively high number of the vehicles went off the road on 

the left side. It is reasoned that vehicles travel faster in 

the median lane or when passing on two-way roads and there

fore tend to go out of control and off the traveled-way to 

the left. 

Injury rates for the three areas with the highest ~umber of 

impacts are 40 percent head-on, 23 percent right front and 

32 percent left front. 

Rollover accidents are not limited to impacts with the ap

proach end when the vehicle is hurdled; they may occur during 

high-speed high-angle impacts with the mid-section of guard-

rail. In this case the guardrail may deflect excessively 

causing the vehicle to pocket and to be rapidly redirected 

(either or both laterally and vertically) with high impact 

forces that can send the vehicle ultimately into a roll or 

spin. 

Right-front impacts can be expected to occur with shallow 

angles since the vehicle is in the outside lane near the 

guardrail and result in lower deceleration farces. The per-

centage of injuries (23 percent) in this type of accident was 

relatively low. 

Although the driver is sometimes thought of as being in the 

safest seat during a collision~ this does not appear to be 

necessarily so with impacts to the left front. There the 
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the driver is in proximity to the vehicle impact area and is 

susceptible to injury from crushing and deflection of the 

vehicle hardware. 

In the rear-end accident the wayward vehicle had to hit the 

guardrail with relatively direct backward motion, otherwise 

a right rear or left rear impact would have occurred. 

During right- or left-side accidents, deflection and crushing 

of the vehicle body hardware against the occupants is quite 

likely; the result being the high percentages of injuries, 

44 and 30 percent for the right and left sides, respectively. 

In comparison there were injuries in only 8 percent of the 

right-rear and 9 percent of the left-rear type accidents. In 

these accidents guardrail contact generally was of the glanc

ing type with low impact forces. 

It can be concluded that there is a high potential for serious 

injuries and a high rate of injuries for rollover (60 percent), 

head-on (40 percent), right side (44 percent), left side (30 

percent) and.left front (32 percent). 

The preceding comments, concerning rail impact with various 

areas of the· vehicles and related injuries, are representative 

of a large sample; the result and effect of any specific type 

of accident could vary extensively with other accidents of a 

similar type. 
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Accident Severity as a Function of Guardrail Types 

One of the important objectives of the study was to deter-

mine the effectiveness of each type of steel beam guardrail, 

i.e. Types A, B and C. Table 4 shows the relationship of 

the severity of injuries to the types of guardrail involved. 

Although there ~as no significant difference in the sever-

ity of accidents among the types of guardrails, the injury 

rate however was significantly higher for the Type A rail. 

These rates were 36 percent for A, 32 percent for B and 26 

percent for Type C guardrail. 

TAJ!II.l1 ' 
ACC1DE*1' Slt'Ul'!aiT'l AS A 'llflfCTXOII\ Oll' l'fl!'l'l QUARDRAll. 
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A cause for the higher number of injuries could be the 12.5 ft 

post spacing characteristic of Type A guardrail. The spacing 

is too long for the stiffness of the beam to sustain an im- .• -· 

pact without deflecting excessively and resulting in pocket-

ing as the rail fails in lateral strength. With decreased 

post spacing (6.25 ft), typical of Type B and C guardrails, 

12-gauge W-bearn provides a stiffer system that should result 
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in a smoother redirection of the wayward vehicle. Table 5 

indicates that injury rates were 27 percent and 35 percent 

for the 6- and 12-ft nominal post spacings, respectively. 

Statistically there was a significantly higher proportion 

of injury accidents where the post spacing was 12 ft. 

There was no significant difference in the severity of in-

juries however with either the 6- or 12-ft post spacing. 

TAlH.E .SI 

/I.CClDtl*T SBV~RttY A$. to l>UlfCTlO~ OP l'OST Sl'ACING 

l13ju.-y c"''"' 
I' oat seao::tns L ._ lL L "" !.!!.!.& 

'I-' 1 " " ,. "" '" (G.l)"' (6.!)) (9.7) (11).$) (7).)) (JO)U 

" 
,, 11 " "' ,. 

"' 620 
u. )) (<}.)) <12.9) (11..3) (65 .0) {70) 

TOTAL 12 91 140 "' "' 1172 
(1.0) (S. 3) (11.9) (11. 3) (67. ~) 

tParemntm)le •• 11M• total 
tro>f.,:r<:entiii!J'". r>l co luzon total 

Another reason for the higher injury rate for the Type A 

guardrail could be caused by the undercarriage of the im-

pacting vehicle snagging a post. This results from the 

post rotating during the impact and thus exposing the lower 

portion and making it vulnerable to wheel and hub contact. 

The offset blocks that are characteristic of Type B guard-

rail are designed to reduce or eliminate snagging. Gener-

ally snagging of the undercarriage by the post causes higher 

deceleration forces to the impacting vehicle. 

The other types involved 34 percent guard posts and cable 

and guard posts. These are often for the purpose of guiding 
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the motorist and not necessarily in front of massive obstacles 

so when the vehicle does go through the result is not an in-

jury type impact. 

Result of Impact as a Function of Guardrail Type 

In an evaluation of the impact effects with type of guard-

rail, the Type A had a relatively high percentage of Broke 

through Guardrail (8 percent) and Hurdled the Guardrail (14 

percent) types of accidents (See Table 6). Going over the 

rail is conducive to a higher injury rate, as shown in Table 

4, because of the resultant tumbling and rolling of the ve-

hicle or because of a subsequent collision with a fixed 

object. The tendency of an impacting vehicle of going over 

the Type A guardrail appears to justify raising of the beam 

in Types B and C guardrails to reduce the susceptibility of 

an impacting vehicle from mounting and going over the rail. 

TARtli: 6 
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Ninety-one percent of the vehicles impacting with Type C 

were either redirect~d or stopped and restrained; the 
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combined percentages were 66 for Type A and 74 for Type B. 

Eight percent of the vehicles broke through Type A, one 

percent broke through Type C. Fourteen percent hurdled and 

12 percent rode on top of Type A; for Type C these results 

were approximately 4 percent, respectively. 

The Type C design is meant to allow the vehicle's tire to 

run under the upper rail during high angle and high velocity 

impacts, thus reducing the tendency of a vehicle to roll-

over and from being directed abruptly into the traffic stream. 

Simultaneously, the lower beam is intended to act as a rub 

rail and prevent snagging of the posts. These design char-

acteristics of the Type C appear to be a partial reason for 

the lower injury rate. 

In· general, the operational characteristics of Type B were 

superior to Type A but inferior to Type C. 

Result of Impact as a Function of Post Type 

Wood posts have been reasoned to be superior to steel be

cause there is more bearing surface against the soil and 

therefore a reduced tendency for shirting. Wood has also 

been reasoned to be. more resilient in sustaining an impact. 

A review of Table 7 however reveals that rail mounted on 

steel posts had a higher number of vehicles redirected and 

a lower proportion of breakthroughs. The breakthroughs 
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may have resulted to a certain degree because of the wood 

having deteriored; some of the guardrail has been in place 

for ten years or more. Perhaps the steel posts have more 

energy absorbing capacity than wood posts. It appears 

that posts of steel may be used in place of wood. 

'tABLB 7' 
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6!> 6S 
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(4l,l) 
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" (6. 6) 

lJO 
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Distribution of Accidents by Impact Speed and Vehicle Type 

Guardrail accidents included a distribution of nine types 

of vehicles ... passenger to service vehicles. This distri-

bution revealed the following percentages: 45 percent full-

size, 21 percent intermediate, 15 percent compact, 5 per-

cent sportscar, 6 percent pick-up and panel and 4 percent 

semi-truck combinations (Table 8). 

An evaluation of speed distributions of the most prevalent 

types - full, intermediate and compact size passenger ve-

hicles - (constituting 82 percent of the sample) shows that 

there are no significant differences in speed distributions 

of all vehicles in this study. 
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Accident Severity as a Function of Vehicle Type 

Injury rates of all types of vehicles varied from 20 percent 

to 41.7 percent: station, bus and carryall had the highest 

rate; single-unit truck 38.5 percent; semi-truck 37 percent 

and compact car 36.4 percent; full size, intermediate and 

pickup or panel had rates of 32 percent; however, the injury 

rate differences were not statistically significanto 

(Table 9). 

Semi-trucks had significantly higher fatality rates due to 

a greater number of these large vehicles going through the 
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guardrail. The ratio of the tractor weight to the gross 

weight (particularly when loaded) and the related kinetic 

energy is so great that survival due to the crushing ef-

feet of the load against the driver compartment is improbable. 

On most passenger vehicles the engine (the concentrated 

load) is in front with the power train fastened to it. 

The remainder of the weight consists of only relatively 

light hardware surrounding the passenger compartment. Thus 

during longitudinal impacts the occupants are not crushed 

by a shifting or sliding of a load from behind as with a 

loaded truck. 

Table 10 displays distribution of nine vehicle types at 

angles of collision in 10-degree increments Almost one-

third of the impacts occurred at angles of lO degrees or 
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less. There was a relatively uniform decrease in the per-

centage of vehicles involved as the angles of impact in-

creased as shown in Figure D. 
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to Angles of I10p1>et 
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Result of Impact as a Function of Impact Speed 

Speed has an important role in affecting the reaction of the 

impacting vehicles in guardrail acci~ents. (Table 11). It 

appears that percentages of Stopped or Trapped by Guardrail 

type accidents are monotonically decreasing fro~ 67 percent 

at less than 10 mph to 17 percent in the 60 to 69 mph and 

over 70 mph ranges. It also indicates that Redirected Back 

to Roadway type accidents stay relatively stable at about 

35 percent at speeds below 50 mph. At higher speeds the per-

,centage increased to about 45 percent. At speeds higher than 

30 mph Break Through the Guardrail type accidents remained 

in a spread _between 6 and 9 percent. 
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The effectiveness of guardrail and the result of the colli-

sion to the impacting vehicles were evaluated similarly as 

with speed. With the exception of angles between 41 and 
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50 degrees, there was a consistent drop in the percentage of 

vehicles redirected as the impact angle increased. The per-

centages ranged from 49 percent for the angles less than 10 

degrees to 24 percent for angles over 50 degrees. No dis-

tinct trends were detected as related to angles of impact 

in the performance of the guardrail. (Table 12) 
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It is conceivable that there is no distinct pattern in 

guardrail performance for a certain impact angle or a small 

spread of impact angles since the accidents occurred in a 

wide range of speeds, in any of eight general areas of ve-

hicles, and in some cases where the guardrail was in com-

bination with curb. 

Accident Severity as a Function of Angle 

Of all the guardrail accidents the following are percentages 

of vehicles impacting at various angles: 31 percent occurred 

at angles of 10 degrees or less, 22 percent from_ 11 degrees 

to 20 degrees, 18 percent from 21 degrees to 30 degrees, 14 
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percent from 31 degrees to 40 degrees, 7 percent from 41 

degrees to 50 degrees and 8 percent over angles of 50 de-

grees. Table 13 displays accident severity distribution 

and type of injury due to various angles of collision. 
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There is a significant indication that vehicles at high 

speeds left the roadway at flatter angles than those travel-

ing at lower speeds. The correlation of speed as a function 

of impact angle however was not strong enough to predict 

adequate length of guardrail in advance of an object for 

certain lateral distances as related to speed. 

Severity as a Function of Result of Impact 

Of all the single-vehicle guardrail accidents, 42 percent 

were redirected back to the roadway, 29 percent were stopped 

or trapped, 5.5 percent broke through, 11 percent were 

hurdled and 11.5 percent rode on top of guardrail. (Table 14). 
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In these various categories injuries resulted in 32 percent 

of those redirected back to roadway, 28 percent stopped or 

trapped by guardrail, 34 percent broke through guardrail, 

49 percent hurdled the guardrail, and 30 percent in rode on 

top of guardrail. There was a significantly higher proper-

tion of injury accidents in the hurdled the guardrail type 

than in the others. 

There was no significant differences in the severity of in-

juries (when comparing the percentage of Type A injuries to 

Types B and C) in the various results of impacts. 

Vehicles that broke through the guardrail or were hurdled had 

a higher fatality rate than when they were redirected, stopped 

or rode on the guardrail. 

Curb in Combination with Guardrail 

There are two general classes of curbs: mountable or barrier. 

The mountable is usually lower with a relatively graduate as.-

cending slope (Figure E, Types B and D); the barrier is usu-

ally higher with a vertical (Type K) or relatively steep face 
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TYPICAL CONCRETE CURB 
a GUTTER DESIGNS 

A 

~ .. ,· ?·2]· ·I ~- . . . .. . .. . . ' -.• ~ ·- '·· ...... 

c 

K 

!i'IClUil.E E. 'l'y .. icBl Co<>C:~"'t" CuJrb and Gu~tElr Des.lgt"l 

B 

D 

(Types A and C). Th~ barrier is not considered as a barri-

cade but as definite demarcation and control of normal 

traffic movement. 

Both types confine roadway water runoff, restrain ease of 

traffic movement to some degree and serve to delineate the 

edge of roadway. At least one purpose of curb, and the 

primary purpose of guardrail, is redirecting the impacting 

vehicle. Curb redirects by wheel contact only, guardrail 

redirects with both vehicle body and wheel contact. 

Sometimes guardrail is used in combination with curb for 

redirection and restraint of wayward vehicles. Usually 
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during low speed small angle impacts the curb redirects with 

little, if any, vehicle damage. During larger angle and high 

speed impacts, where the impa.cting vehicle mounts the curb, 

it has been profferredthat the curb tends to act as a vault-

ing device, causing the vehicle to bounce or jump. This 

results in an impact with the adjacent guardrail at a higher 

than normal elevation, perhaps in some instances directing 

the vehicle over the rail. 

Result of Impact as a Function of Curb 

In a review of 212 guardrail accidents that also involved 

curb, 7.5 percent of the impacting vehicles went over the 

rail; without curb the percentage was 12 percent. Table 15* 

involves W-beam guardrail accidents only; other types of 

guards have been excluded. There was signifi~antly less 

chance of the vehicla riding on top or breaking through the 

T!lllU: 1 S 

Impact Effects Wtth !lnd lftthout Curb 

Result of !ml!ac.t llftl'!ou'!; Curb 

Redi recteli back 
to roadw~y 

Stopped or trapped 
b:y guardrail 

sroke tltrougft 
guardrail 

Hurdled the guardrol1 

Rode Oil top of 
guardral'l 

OT 

9 Pero:ent<lf1e of column total 
""'Pe!"centa1Je of llne total 

"' (39.7}• ,. 
(;!!l.!'J 

57 
[1. 1) 

"' (lt.O) 

"' (12. 6) 

'" (81.7)"" 

Mi th Curb 

"' (50.5) 

" {32.5} 

• (1. 9) 

" (7. Sj 

1fi 
(7. 5) 

' ' ( l s. J) 

I2.W. 
482 
(4J.7) 

"' (Z9. J) 

71 
( 6. l) 

119 
(11. 2) 

1JS 
{11.7) 

llSo 

*This result and other curb impact 
in the report Investigation of the 
Obstacles, College of Lngineering, 
Detroit, Michigan (1972). 

results agree with those 
Dynamic Impact on Roadside 
Wayne State University, 
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rail. Also a significantly higher percentage of the ve-

hicles were redirected and stopped where curb was present. 

Evaluation of accidents involving a combination of curb and 

guardrail is continuing. Results will be in a subsequent 

report. 

Types of End-Sections 

Two .types of guardrail approach ends were studied; one being 

sloped and anchored to the ground surface (popularly known 

as the Texas Twist) and the other terminating with a curved 

panel and an end shoe without anchorage • (Figure F). 

! 
. 

ANCHORED END SECTION 

Special 

25'-·d' with 6'-3" -~~ l Tyr.tcol f'¢$1 Sp«il<l,.:& j_ Sfl~ -" 

!n. "--
WJ.:=;. 

Fooo of Gt.J.(!rdrai} Line-;,... ..;.v · 
TOP VIEW. 

i Type "' OF C Gt~ordratt:D 

.:L ~ ... 
JE;"!E· ·~ h 14¥ il • I' " 

,, 
" ' ., " " : ' 7 y Y' " ;.v !I' y y ;.v y 

__ , 
YELE\A TION VIEW 

CURVED END SECTIOI'{ 12 ._ 6 .. Rost 111 Spacing 

-: 
~nd Shoe 

" 0 c:f } 1:. 7" Offset 

TOP VIEW 

Type A GuCJ'drci!~ 
End Shoe 

1'R' td-L 0 $ 
f40TES• " ELEVATION VIEW " ,to· " B- ih~ afl'<ltoted end $edion nos also 
b,een~u'Hld with Type A Guardrail will'! 
l- 6 othel. 

ll-ttn_ later desi~ns the posts underneath 
lh& fail weranOt inc/udf!ld. -

TYPICAL STEEL ·BEAM GtJARORAIL 

APPROACH ENOS 
Y1C:!l'!l.~ I'. 'l'ypit:>~.l Ste~t !!.,,,. G•u:rtlr•il Avpro .. cll iiad• 
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The W-beam, because of its stiffness to resist lateral 

deflection, also is very rigid in resisting end impacts 

and has the potential of spearing. The 50-ft radius end 

panel, to which the end shoe is fastened, has been de-

signed to redirect a vehicle or to collapse thus decel-

erating the vehicle over a distance. From the study of 

the impacts it is not readily conceivable what length of 

the guardrail was damaged in stopping specific vehicles. 

The purpose of the sloped-end is to eliminate spearing 

of the impacting vehicle and provide longitudinal strength 

to the guardrail. There is however the probability of 

vaulting during high speed impacts~ Obviously the pur-

pose of the guardrail to absorb energy is lost if the 

vehicle is airborne. 

Result of Impact as a Function of Guardrail End-Section 

Table 16 reveals thAt 32 percent of the vehicles impact-

ing with the flared type ending were stopped or trapped. 

One of these impacts resulted in a fatality. In another 

instance the vehicle was speared, cutting off the driver's 

leg. TA8lE lli 

Result of Impact as~ Function of Gu~rdrail 

End-Sectfon 

Result of lm2act Sloped FliiM!<f-

lied! rected back " " " roadway (JA. 5)" {38. 7) 

Stopped (lr trapped " " by '}uardrsl 1 (21. 5) (32. l) 

Br11h tllrO'u9h ' 19 
(7. 7} ( ll. 3) 

liurdl ed tile guardnil " " {18. 5) {7. 1) 

Rorie an t(lp of ' " ~uarrlr~i 1 {D. 8) ()I}. 7) 

TOTAL " '" [Z7. 9)!''" /72. J) 
~Percentage O'f colUIIII'I tota 1 
~~Percentaqe of line to ta 1 -32-

Tot~J 

90 
{JS. 6} 

" (2!LZ) 

" ( 10. J) 

" {l!L3) 

27 
( 11. 6) 



There were three other fatalities where the impact was with 

the end or within 25ft of the end (Table 17): one mounted 

and went over the rail into a pier; in another the vehicle 

impacted 25 ft from the end, was hurdled, continued down 

an embankment and the victim was pinned under the car; 

and in a third the vehicle (semi-truck) impacted 15 ft 

from end, broke through and hit a pier. 

Inj11:ry Cod., 
Typlll "'f 
End S<i<:tioll ' ' 
Sloped &. 0 '" Anchon•<! (9. 4) 

'"' 
Michigan ' ll 
told ShoG (:!. 4) ( 7.8) 

Toeo~~l ' 19 
(1.7} (B.)) 

~PI'H'efHH,.tj<> "'f lhu• EIH&l!. 
'"l"ei'e.,nt.olll" oi' eo1U11m tots! 

• (12.H 

" u.o) 

" (Hl.O) 

c en 

' " (4. 7) 03.4) 

" uo 
{!4.$) (64. J} 

17 lS> 
(U,1) (6&.3) 

Total 

1>4 .... 
(27. 8) 

166 
(12. 2) 

230 

For a brief description of these and other fatal accidents 

see Appendix IV. 

About 28 percent of the end impacts (within 25 ft of the 

beginning) were with the sloped ending, A relatively high 

percentage of vehicles impacting with the sloped end sec-

tion (32 percent compared to 18 for the other) either 

rode onto or hurdled the rail. 

The use of the sloped end appears permissib~e on lower 

speed roads where there is a lower potential for the ve-

hicle to become airborne, overturn or tumble, and impact 

with the obstacle if riding on the rail. 
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At impact speeds below 40 mph or less no injury accidents 

resulted with the sloped-end section. 

The injury rate and the fatality rate were both higher for 

the flared type ending. 

Accident Severity as a Function of Location of Impact 
on Guardrail 

Table 18 shows injury rates of 32 percent for guardrail 

approach end collisions and 34 percent for collisions else-

where along the guardrail. Evaluation of these collisions 

proved that there are no significant differences in injury 

rate and severity distributions of injury between acci-

dents involving the approach end as compared to a mid-rail 

section. The 25-ft point was chosen since that includes 

the length of sloped-a~chored type ending. 

Tabh 18 

Accident Severity As A Funetton of Locatton of Impac:t on Guardrail 

Injury Codo 

!Ol; act Loe. 

Witbh 25 "· of Lead1.nJJ 

'"' 
.hyoud 2.5 ft. 
of t.•ad:l.n[l 
End. 

' 
,, 

(1,1) 

' (I). 8) 

12 
(1.0) 

" (8.3) 

" (9.4) 

"' (9 .2) 

~~ereentage C>l line e<>~al 

*"'Percentaget <>! col""'" tot111l 

' " 
" " 1>7 

(10.0) (11.1) (68.3) 

llS lOS "' (12. 3) (ll.2) (06. 2) 

l38 1)2 777 
{lLa> (11.3) {66.6) 

Total 

2)QM> 

(19 .1) 

'" (ao.:n 

1166 

The accidents beyond the 25-ft point do include accidents 

at the trailing end just in advance of a structure. Unless 

the rail is anchored to the structure and reinforced with 

additional posts for a distance of 12 to 15 ft, the rail 
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during impact is often deflected or displaced exposing the 

structure to a direct impact. These direct impacts usu-

ally result in serious injuries and could be partial cause 

for the higher accident rate beyond the 25-ft point. 

A review of Tables 15 and 16 show that 11.2 percent of the 

total impacts with steel beams were hurdled; the percentage 

hurdled for the end-sections is 10.3 percent. An inspec-

tion of Table 6 indicates that 13.6 percent of the vehicles 

with Type A rail were hurdled, 8.4 percent with B and only 

3.9 percent with C Type rail. It can be concluded that 

the Type A rail (top height of 24 in. and sometimes less 

if settlement has occurred) has a higher potential for 

hurdling of impacting vehicles than Types B or C guardrail. 

Suggestions for Improvement of the Study Form 

Since it is likely that guardrail studies will continue, 

the following are suggestions for improvement in the study 

form (Appendix V): 

Item 3b: 

Item 6: 

Item 7: 

the word trapped be replaced with contained. 

was curb placed in frOnt of or near the 
guardrail? Removal of the wvrd near elimin
ates a decision by the recorder. Near could 
indicate a short distance in advance of or 
beyond the point of impact at the guardrail. 

Estimate distance between point of vehicle 
impact and guardrail beginning or ending~ 
Since the primary concern is the beginning, 
it should be spelled out as approach end. 
Although impacts near the trailing end are 
of importance particularly when at the 
approach to an obstacle such as bridge rail
ing~ abutment or pier, these details e1re 
generally revealed in the drawing and descrip
tion on the related official accident report. 
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Item 9: the cross sections should have a beam and block 
shown (dashed) on the opposite side since double
f~ced guardrails are used in median areas. This 
eliminates an unnecessary decision during re
cording since the double-faced might be recorded 
as other which it is not. Also add below word 
other: sketch or explain. 

Additional Study and Research 

Obviously guardrail is a hazard and should be used only when 

striking it is less severe than striking the object or leaving 

the roadway. Therefore, the goal is to use the least amount 

of guardrail without sacrificing the safety of the errant motor-

ist. Since vehicles travel slower on many of the state highways 

and since the study indicates that there is some correlation 

of speed as a function of impact angle, the area needs further 

study and research to provi~e the maximu~ utility to Michigan's 

continuing roadside safety program. 
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APPENDIX I 

Guardrail Study Form 1508 



STATE OF MICHIGAN 

DEPARTMENT Oi' STATE HIGHWAYS 
TRAFi=JC & SAFETY DIVIS! ON 

1. Estimate angle of collision with guardrail 

GUARDRAIL STUDY 
Form 1 soa (New 12/72) !

Investigating Depto 

Complain; No. ________ _ 

Place on "X" over the box or boxes, and fi 1! 
in each blaflk line, as relates to itrlmS 1-11 . 

0 

= 

. ~ !I 

f--2-.-E-s_t_;i m::;.o_t_e_v_e_h_i_c_le_s_p_o~-.-d-o_t_i_m_p..;;o;_c_t ---~-~-~-~:_:-"'_·~),·_,_=_=_=_=_=_"f;_=:_=_=_= ______ -Jij..! ---:_-_-_-_-_-_-_-:_-_-_-_-_-:_-_-_-_-_-_-:m-ph--1 

~-3-._W_o_s __ ve_h_i_c_l_e ______ o_.-R--ed_i_r-ec_t_e_d_b_o_c_k __ to-ro_o_d_w_o_y __________________ lrl---------------------------, 
b. Stopped or trapped by guardrail J o o o o o 
c. Break through guordrai I I 
d. Hurdle the gucrdroi I 

1 
a b c d ~ 

e. Rid~ on top of <;jwar2rai1 !) 
II 

i 
I 

.l

l----
- 4. Did vehicle collide with other vE:hic!e or object besides guardrail? 

1

)·--·-
5. '.Vhat other obied was hit? 

I 

II 
/I 

q, motor vehicle c. tree il D 0 0 0 
j b. Lrid.;~ pi~~r· d. o~her li .'J b c d 

l I; 
-~--

Did vehicle 

D No 

1 6. 'Sas curbing placed in front of or near the guardrail? II 0 Yo. 0 No 

! !! _________ ·-~----· ----'''"•'·"""'_, __ ., ____________ ---·--------··----- - _, .. _, 
I I! 
II 7 Esti:-:-ta~e ,::::-:--::::::~ SetVI<J~i"i ;;oi;-:t d v~hici; ir.1?0ct ·,J!~d guordra:! !, 
j . b-eg!r:rir1; c; ~rdL1g II _____________ FT. 

! _____ -----------------------------------l~r ___________________ ~ 
I 

8. Type of end section 

\iD D 
I 

= :: :=; :=; ~~ ..-, ,f a b j! 

I 
I I~(::::::::--.. 11 jj .1-.J Iii . -t-."-/,_--..c.,._/1 I ~ '--'-· ~rrw..-~----"-'-·- . ~11 . - V''' \'"iTT 

c. b. 

0 . rl5pl . I r d.Other 

'I I' -~1' a _j 
;-1-0-.-:-~-' .-,-,-p-:-c-:n-g ___ ~_,_~ o-.-3-ft"-. "'-.,....-·b-.y;-6_

1

-ft-. -'-'/_
17

_c_.-1·-2-ft-.--------~~--~-.-, -~--~·-b-~-L--c----~--- I 
l-:.-;ypo-of·::rdr:-ii-p-os_t_.,._-::·::·- --b-. -,t-ee-.. 1--- --------'~,~;-0---(j____ l; 

1 1 I) b 
ATTACH THIS COPY TO THE OFFICIAL TRAfFIC ACC!D€NT REPORT AND FORWARD TO MICHIGAN STATE POUCE, SA.FC:TY & TRAFFJC DIY!SI:::::-t. 



APPENDIX II 

State of Michigan 
Official Traffic Accident Report 

and 
Coding Key 



ORiGI~IAL 

UepartmB!It DO NOT US"" I 
uo-10 !1-71) State of r.Hchigan c: 

OFi'lGIAL TRAFFIC ACCIDENT :!EPIJRT ; 
.~~~~c~:~~~~L---------------------r~T~~---------------------L------, ~D~,~-----------nrc;~m~.c--------~-- 1 

c:: Coull\)' ~1ty wP. ue 
1

1 

·~ - -l ~ Of\J Route No. N~me I Ft: N S E \V I lntursc-.uon Route No:- 1 

·~-~~~----"~~~~:~~----------------·-o~;-4-----~M~·-~~~~~~--------------·--------~~~~~~~----~ \"" ::itr.t'~ lur:vrs LH:Tn;;~ I I IDOB IHilz<ndous ~\ction HRD j HN T~~~ ¥i 
fco"-',7v~e7t'N'•''•.-+1---'-F,-I~,~,<t ----'---,,~,.-'--------';-L7"7''' __ _..1. Address City State Ago Sex 111[ :;: ~ 

UTrr.i!~·r LT. Yrl::ilnte !Rt.:nlo•ted to/by 

- ----NJnle --------------------------J_-------.~A><o~d"'""''''-----------------------------r,P~o~s-r."\~c•*T<!s~.~,ln !'~"''-i 
--- ----+---+-+1_1_ 

2 3 

4 5 6 
Local use/Own~H ' ToHII 'r 

Occup;:mt;;, 

llnJurad token to 

H8U1 HN ITust 
10o·,·"~'~',0C-~~D--"_'~~~,,7·~L,'_'"_.,_,s~~l...---,~l...----...Jiooo.--...JI:'_o_u ____________ ~I~H~o"o~e~e'io_u_s __ A_c_"_"_" ________ -ce<.c----------.""~--+,~,h~cr""--l 

• -,; 
roriVE!f No.2 First M. L<.i!>t ·- Adurl.:ls5 City State Age Sex lnj 

~ 
> Ye<H lM<.~ke lTvpe lTra1lor! Reg. Yr/Stute Remcv!:!d lo/by 

Pos Age S<!:o: lni _/ ~ N<Hn!:! Address 

/ro~i':f~n .......... "'-,,--------------------------·-----------------------------------------------------------------f---+---+---1----l l 2 -3 

4 s[ 6 

TotJ.I ! 
Oc\,;UOUn~_:.! __ 

Local use/Owner 

WEATHER LIGHT I!OAD SUHFACE ROAD CONDITION VISION 08SrRUCTION VEHICLE DEFECTS 
':=!Clear CRain CJDay CJDurk CJDry osnowy [:::]Engineering L.]Vehic!e 111 L_}VehiG!e 1!1 
- ClOlldy Icy 1~ M<:~intenance r:: i Vehicle t;2 CJ Vehicle li2 

} 0 Fog c= Sn~v' 0 8~~~~ CJ Cj~J~~~ CJWet Ll Other (~JConsiruction Zone D f\ione (Exp!"lin) D f\June (Explain) 
,__,.....,.~ ..... ~---~"-"'----"-'·'--~ ....... -~.-~-·- -~-..,..,._._ ....... _.,.,...-...... .,.""".,.,.,.,.-~~=-------~---·-1 lfii?ACT CODE TOTAL LA;,lES ORIVERRE-EXAi\il. jUil11K.I\J~ Proc.urty Vt;F:;r TIHill \;'l.lllto.;l<•s 

1 I I 0 D;v;ded Cl Ddvec ff1 f.n::=o------------,==,..------------1 
I! Veh • .::~1 Veh. ::2 Totnf D Limited Cl Driver lt2 Owner Adt!rtlss 

Veh. 6c~.c~.e~.s~s"-"--------------------b--------------~~~~~~~=o·~~~~~~~~----------.---~ 

.. 

................... :.: .............. J 

·····················;~~ .•.....•.•• , 

North 

CD 
L ............. : .................... . 

r .......... : .. ·:·········· ......... .. 

,, ,. 

ACCIDENT Oi:SC::IIPTION & P.EMARKS 

? 

' ' • ~ 

0 
~:t 
"! 

·~ 
l 

~ 
Include 

I 
~-------------------------------------------------++---·cj 

All Truific 

~--~-----~--~~c-----~---n~~~~~---------C-o_o_''_'_·
1

_
0

_·,_·v_'_'_'_"_1l__ ________ o_o_,_c_•,•l~·o~o-ll~"-""~'~·'~"~'-'~-,~-'-"-''~'~'"-"~"-·-"-"-'-"-"-"~"-m_.,~t-"-",''~··~-~~c-----~ 
r.c:-~-~R"<.."'"'r. IT·-g A '1. Llnves~IIJ'>:ors 2 POLICE ACTION lhG'ffewclr 

. 0 0 Cited f<_,r H<lZ.~Jrd0\.13 Via, 

------'---- P • ----------··-------- 0 =:]Ci~c-:d f•_;;- Otht:•r \'i~1li-Tii•)f1 LC~.--.. ~p-.--St''L<""-· 
r~--- -----11 ------- ------- ---___ g_g~o--~~f·)f(~:m!~llt:ction ~ cc·;· 0 .j 

j~----------..L-------------------· ·--------bl_,['i]'"'Y .. [~;J l_nv.:-~s!~~Jat€;d <::t Scone l 0P!)n clvs>;>d 

~~ 
'l 
:i 
?·J 

! 
i 

FQ>!\'/AflO Cv?V 10. ,'.~i<::ht,;.,n StnH:1 Pol1ca 
3~oftlty U Trnffir. Diyi,;ion 
E<Jst LUI<;<;ing, :O.li<;l1. 4B82J -39-

Th1s frm;1 18 prescnbe~i by :J1rector, t.1!cl-n\;-FH1 Stnte Poh:::e 

pursut1nt to Soctinn 622, .A..ct 300, P.A. 1949, as <Jmended. 



INTER".iED lA TES 

AMERICAN MOTORS 
REAEL ..... . 
RH\El SST 

CHRYSLER 
DODGE COHO:"-JET O[l UXE 
OODGt. C0fl(;t-:ET -l4G 
DODGE COi~O.',iE l 5CC 
PLY!\10UTH 8ELVEDEHE, 
PL Yf,lOUHI 5•\ TE:LL!TE 
PLYrv10UTH SPQrlf SA rELLITE 

FORO 
FORO FA!RLANE 
FORD TORINO . . · · · · · 
r.-1Ef~CURY ii.KJNlEGO & MX ... 

GENERAL ~;_QTORS 
BUICK SKYLU.RK. . , 
CHEVROLET CHEVELLE "1ALIBU 
OLDSMOBILE F·85 & CUTLASS . 
PONT lAC TE';:PEST .. , . 
PONTIAC LE.\1ANS ... 

IMPAl:T CODE 

2 3 

SPORTS CARS 

TilE "lACHINE 

SUPER BEE 
R·T 

ROAD RUNNER 
GTX 

COBRA 
CYCLONE 

GS 
SS 39G 

442 
GTO 

JUDGE 

4 

0-Rollover 5 

8 7 6 

Identify the area of damage by the position of the FIRST 
lf·A?ACT pNLY for each vehicle. 

In chain reaction accidents, the vehicles in the center 
shall show restdting dnm;;;ge to both front ( 1) and re~r (5). 

CODE 0!' INJURY 
K-FATALINJURY-Any iniury which results in death. 
A-INCAPACITATING INJURY-Any injury other than fatal 

which prevents normal activities and generally requ1res 
has pita li zation. 

8-NON-tNCAPACITATING INJURY-Any iniury not incapac
itating but evident to others at the scene. 

C-POSSIBLE INJURY-:'o visible iniury but complaint of pain 
or momentary unconsciousness. 

0-NO INJURY-No indicotion of iniury. 
{Refer to truining mnnuc!l for iniury details) 

LOCAL USE/OWNER 
1dr.~ntify the ownt:r when other than driver. 
Thi5 line m.:iy be used by local departments for addition;;~ I 
information-witne~ses. insurance co .• e-tc. 

DR\HK!NG C01lD!TiON 

HBO-Had been dri ~~:..;; i no 
HN-·H~lC! nol bt~t:n drtnktnq 
TESf-\'Jht·n ctwnttC~:I tL:st 1:; t<1kr~n rf'cord the 

result:, 111 thi· ll::;t :;n<~Cf!, 

Record offit:t·r's t:CJ!I:ddi::u: op1mon for P.:1ch driver anU 
pcdt~Stri<.Hl W!lf~fl !10 tf~~t 1dkt!l1 

TRUCKS 

2U Clwvro!ct 
21 OlilrlHmd T 
22 Dodqt! 
23 r:edl!r.:~l 
24 Ford 
2S GMC 
26 lntcrnntionnl 
27 Mnck 
28 Peterbil t 
29 Reo 
30 \'.Jhi te 
31 Wi llys 
32 thru 38 

not ossigned 
39 Other Trucks 

VEHICLE MAKE 

SPECIAL VEHICLES 
40 Motorcycles 
41 School Bus 
42 Commercial Bt1::> 
43 Farm Equipment 
44 Construction Equit>· 
45 Fire Equipment 
46 Arnbld ance, Hearse 
47 Police Equipment 
48 Snowmobile 
49 Other cir not known 
50 Dune Buggy 

TRAILERS 

1 Two wheel assembled 
2 Not nssigncd 
3 Not assigned 
4 ,Not nssigned 
5 Single Bottom Semi 
6 Double Elottom Semi 
7 House Trailer 

PASSENGER CAf\S 

00 Anmricun f..iotur;; 
01 !hdr:k 
02 C ,1di! I ac 
03 Clwvrolt!t 
01\ Chrysler 
05 Or.Hl~Je 
06 Ford 
07 ln1perial 
08 Jeep 
09 Lmcoln 
10 r .... 1ercury 
11 Old::.nlObi!e 
12 Plymouth 
13 P0ntiuc 
14 Volkswagen 
15 Not ossignf!cl 
16 Not assigned 
17 Not assigned 
18 Other foreign 
19 Other domestic 

VEHICLE TYPE 

0 Full si:z:e 
1 Intermediate 
2 Compact 
3 Sports car 
4 Carryall 
5 JE:ep type 
6 Pickup or panel 
7 Straight Truck. Dt1mp, 

Van, Flat Bed. Etc. 
8 Truck Tractor (semi) 
9 Other or not known 

Use the necessary and appropriate codes to fully identify 
the vehicles involved. 

HAZARDOUS ACTION 
Indicate the specific viol<Jtion for each pedestrian. 
bicyclist. or driver which contributed most to the 
accident. Record only the specific violation even though 
no enforcement action is taken. 

POLICE ACTION 

Hazardous Violation - That moving violation which 
contributed to the cnuse of the accident. Ex. I left of 
center- disn::gilrd stoplighL'sian, careless or reckless 
driving, DUll. etc. 

Other Vio!Jtion - Those violations which are present 

at the scene of the accidt-nt. but do not contr!bLite to.-· 
the cause. Ex. (No Operators License on person, f'Jo 
Proof of !nsurnnce, etc.) 

No Enforcem(•nt Ar.tion - To be checked X when after 
invest1qation no violation wJs indicated and no enforce
ment action token. 

SPECIAL ATTENTION 
l. Rt·Vil)W yuur r<:port for Cntnp!dPilt'S5. 

2. The follo'.vin:J item::. :\~UST br: includl.'rl in, 
a. Dnn;dt:o CoH{!llton 

h. Viol.lltoo 

c. PoiH..'t~ At:Uon 

d. Refer to the frainillfJ Mdm~cd fur O!!tails 



APPEND IX I II 

Statistical Methods Used 



(1) 

(2) 

Statistical Hethods Used in the Report 

2 X 2 Chi Square Test 

Data 

Class 1 Class 2 

Population 1 A A 
l l 12 

Pop•Jlation 2 A A 
2 I 22 

Assumptions: 

1. Eac~ sample is a random sample. 

2. The two samples are mutually independent. 

3. Each observation may be categorized either into 
class 1 or class 2 

Hypotheses: Let the probability that a randomly selected 
element will be in class 1 be denoted by P 
in population 1 and ~ in population 2. 1 

2 

H : p < P 
0 I 2 

H : P > P 
l I 2 

Test Statistics 

(A A A A )2 (A + A + A + A ) 
T = l 1 22 l 2 2 1 l l 1 2 2 l 22 

(A + A ) (A + A ) (A + A ) (A + A 
1 1 l 2 2 l 2 1 I 1 22 l 2 2 l 

The Chi-Square Test for Goodness of Fit 

) 

Data: The data ~onsist of n independent observations of a 
random variable X. These n observations are grouped 
into c classes and the numbers of observations in each 
class are presented in the form 1 x c contingency table. 
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Assumptions: 

1. The sample is a random sample. 

2. The measurement scale is at least nominal. 

Hypotheses: Let F (X) be the true but unknown distribution 
function of X and let G (X) be some completely specified 
distribution function, the hypothesized distribution 
function. 

H : F (X) = G (X) 
0 

for all X 

H :· F (X) <f G (X) 
l 

for at least one 

Test Statistics: 

Let Q be the probability of a random observion on x being 
in class j, under the assumption that G (X) is the distri
bution function of x. Then define E as 

~ ... 

j = 1, 2 ... , c 

Then the test statistic is given by 

c 
T = l: 

j=l 

( f -E.) 2 

j J 

E 
j 
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APPENDIX IV 

Summary of Fatal Accidents 



Summary of Fatal Accidents 

There were 14 fatal accidents with guardrails during the 

study period. The following is a brief summary: 

Description: Excessiv~ speed resulted in the vehicle 

striking guardrail and going end-over-end coming to 

rest on a concrete culvert. The guardrail was struck 

about 25 ft from the end. 

Guardrail Type: A 

End Section Type: Curved end 

2 0 Description: Excessive speed resulted in the driver 

losing control of the vehicle. The vehicle hit the 

guardrail 56 ft from the end and then followed the 

guardrail for 143 ft and flipped over onto the oppos-

ing traffic lane. The guardrail was struck 25 ft fr~m 

the beginning of the end section. 

Guardrail Type: A 

End Section Type: Curved end 

3. Description: Excessive speed resulted in the vehicle 

striking the guardrail, being redirected, striking the 

guardrail again and going Qver the rail, rolling down 

an embankment and landing on its top in a swamp. The 

guardrail was first struck 59 ft from the beginning 

of the end section. 

Guardrail Type: A 

End Section Type: Curved end 
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4. Description: Excessive speed resulted in the vehicle 

striking and going over the guardrail. The guardrail 

was struck 85 ft from the beginning of the end section. 

Guardrail Type: A 

End Section Type: Curved end 

5. DescriEtion: The driver lost control of the vehicle 

causing it to hit the median guardrail; it was then 

redirected across the median and hit a bridge pier. 

There was no guardrail at the pier. The guardrail was 

struck 130 ft from the beginning of the end section. 

Guardrail Type: A 

End Section Type: Curved end 

6. Description: A tire blew out causing the vehicle to 

leave tl1e roadway, enter the median and break through 

the guardrail and then strike a concrete pillar. The 

guardrail was struck 15 ft from the beginning of the 

end section~ 

Guardrail Type: A 

End Section Type: Curved end 

7. Description: Due to excessive speed the vehicle went 

off the left side of the roadway and first hit the 

trailing end of guardrail and then a bridge abutment. 

The railing was not attached to the abutment and 

collapsed. The vehicle hit the guardrail 96 ft from 

the beginning of the end sectio~ and 24 ft from the 

bridge structure. 

Guardrail Type: A 

End Section Type: Curved end 
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8. Description: The vehicle passed another vehicle on the 

median while traveling at an excessive rate of speed. 

The vehicle then came back across the roadway and 

struck the guardrail and bridge pier, and it was then 

redirected back across the road. The guardrail was 

struck 41 ft from the beginning of the end section. 

Guardrail Type: A 

End Section Type: Curved end 

9. 

10. 

Description: The vehicle was going at a rate of speed 

too fast for conditions; it passed another vehicle, 

lost control, struck the guardrail and followed it to 

a bridge support. The guardrail was struck at the 

beginning of the end section. 

Description: The vehicle ran off the roadway and hit 

the beginning of the guardrail end section. 

rail went through the vehicle. 

The guard-

Guardrail Type: A 

End Section Type: Curved end 

11. Description: At an ex~essive rate of speed the vehicle 

slid into the guardrail backwards, rolled over, became 

airborne and landed in a creek on its top. The guard-

rail was struak 50 ft from the beginning of the end 

section. 

Guardrail Type: A 

End Section Type: Curved end 
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12. Description: The vehicle was traveling too fast for 

conditions as it came around a curve. The driver lost 

control and the vehicle slid sideways, hit the guard

rail, flipped over and went down a hill. 

Guardrail Type: Guardposts 

End Section Type: None 

13. Description: Traveling at an excessive rate of speed 

the driver lost control of the vehicle. The vehicle 

struck and rode onto the curb header, then the guard

rail~ tl1en the bridge railing, then went over the 

bridge railing into a river and burst into flames. 

Guardrail Type: Guardposts 

End Section Type: Trailing end at the structure 

14. Description: Vehicle struck guardrail 166 ft north 

of (overpassing) crossover or U-turn structure, slid 

along guardrail, then jumped it, landing on right 

side and caught fire. Vehicle approximately 25 ft 

south of crossover (overpass). 

Guardrail Type: CD 

End Section Type: Curved end 
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APPENDIX V 

Suggested Revision Of 
Guardrail Study Form 

.·..: 



STATE OF .1>\ICHlGAN 

DEPARTMENT OF ST ..... TE HIGHWAYS 
TRAFfiC e, 5A,;:;=TY DIVISION 

Investigating Dept. 
GUARDRAIL STUDY I 

F<>rm 1508 (H"''"' 12/72) . Complaint No. ________ _ 
(Rev. 6/7/74) 

l, Estimate angle of collision with guardrail 

8 
2. Estimc:~e vehic!e speed ct impact 

3. W.Js vehicle a. Redirected bac~ to roc:dway 
b. Cantatned by tr-u::~r1rai 1 

Did vehicle c. 3reo!< throug;·, gu.:ln:L·."Ji 1 

d. Hurd!e ~he guardrail 

e. Rid~ on top of gv:w:lr-ai 1 

Place on "X" aver the box ot box~s, and fi!! 
I in each hlank line, as relat~s ~a iterns 1-ll. 

I 
II 
II I. 
!I 

.0 

-------mph I 

0 YQQQ'I 
i 

·~j 

I r·-···------·----------· --· --------- ii ! 5, 

8. Type of end section 

c. 

\0. Po:5t spacing 

,, 

c. tree 
ll 0 n 0 0 :i 

q ' " " 0 

····"----·--- ·---------.-· ., .. -· 

b. 

il l[v ll -,1 I 
:1 u ' '' u "" I 
" l-·----·--.-------~ ... ---·~---··--- .-~-J 

il I 
li l II .. __ FT. l 

II ' .,.~-;---~~- --~ .. ·-·-·-- ·-·-- ·----- ····--··-~-·-- --~··-.. ~----·---~~--··' 

D 
c " 

I 
I 
j 

-------------------------- ___ ,J.· 

d.Other 
( -·iF.<,>\> ,..1--J ... '- ~ "' .. 

c. 3 ft. b. 6 ft. c. 12 ft. 

rJ, wood b. s~ee! 
!! 

I! 

,..--, I . u 

f ·--1 
I I 
~ 

0 

DO 0 
b c d 

h c 




